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The Year 6 Curriculum Journey at Peters Hill Primary School 

Autumn

Spring 

Summer

How do plants 
and animals 
cooperate to 
sustain the 
rainforest? 

Where is the 
Amazon 

Rainforest 
and what is it 

like? 

What is the 
water cycle and 

its significance to 
rainforests? 

How do I stay 
safe in 

cyberspace?

WW2: We will 
remember them

What are the 
important 

events that led 
to WW2? 

Why is it 
important to 

have a healthy 
diet? 

What is the role 
of the heart in 
the circulatory 

system? 

Major events in 
the past and 

looking to our 
future

Who was Winston 
Churchill and 

what was 
significance in 

WW2? 

What was life 
like as an 
evacuee? 

Who were 
the main 
leaders 

involved in 
WW2? 

What is natural 
selection? 

Who was 
Charles 

Darwin and 
why is he 

important?  

Where are 
the 

significant 
places 

around the 
world? 

Who were the 
Tudors? 

What are the 
major discoveries 

in electricity?  

Why was the 
invention of the 

telescope 

important for space

exploration?

What is the role of 

a microorganism?

How can we 
classify living 

groups 
scientifically?

Who was Carl 
Linnaeus and 

why he is 
important? 

How is life 
different in the 

Amazon 
compared to 

the UK? How can we 
demonstrate an 

awareness of  
environmental issues? 

How have 
plants and 

animals adapted 
over time? 

How does 
light travel?

Who was Isaac 
Newton and 
what did he 

discover about 
colour?  

What are the key 
events in Space 

exploration? 

How is life 
today 

different from 
Tudor times? 

What will be 
different or new 
about secondary 

school? 

Changes 
around us  

The 
Amazon 

Spring
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https://phpsamarsh.wordpress.com/
https://6ngsclassblog.wordpress.com/
https://phpsjpitman.wordpress.com/
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Extra 
information..
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